March 22, 2017
The Honorable John Thune, Chairman
The Honorable Bill Nelson, Ranking Member
U.S. Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, & Transportation
512 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Chairman Thune and Ranking Member Nelson:
We write to you regarding the Committee’s hearing on “The Promises and Perils of
Emerging Technologies for Cybersecurity.”1 American consumers face unprecedented privacy
and security threats. The unregulated collection of personal data and the growth of the Internet of
Things has led to staggering increases in identity theft, security breaches, and financial fraud in
the United States. Artificial Intelligence implicates a wide range of economic, social, and
political issues in the United States. These issues have a significant impact on the future of
cybersecurity, and we commend the Committee for exploring them.
EPIC is a public interest research center established in 1994 to focus public attention on
emerging privacy and civil liberties issues.2 EPIC is a leading advocate for consumer privacy and
has appeared before this Committee on several occasions.3 EPIC is also focused on the impact of
Artificial Intelligence (AI) on American society. In recent years, EPIC has opposed government
use of “risk-based” profiling,4 brought attention to the use of proprietary techniques for criminal
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justice determinations,5 and litigated several cases on the front lines of AI. In 2014, EPIC sued
the U.S. Customs and Border Protection under the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”) for
documents about the use of secret tools to assign “risk assessments” to U.S. citizens.6 EPIC also
sued the Department of Homeland Security seeking documents related to a program that assesses
“physiological and behavioral signals” to an individual’s likelihood commit a crime.7
The Internet of Things Poses Numerous Privacy and Security Risks
The Internet of Things (IoT) poses significant privacy and security risks to American
consumers.8 The Internet of Things expands the ubiquitous collection of consumer data. This
vast quantity of data could be used for purposes that are adverse to consumers, including remote
surveillance. Smart devices also reveal a wealth of personal information about consumers, which
companies may attempt to exploit by using it to target advertising or selling it directly. Because
the IoT generates data from all aspects of consumers’ daily existence, these types of secondary
uses could lead to the commercialization of intimate segments of consumers’ lives.
Many IoT devices feature “always on” tracking technology that surreptitiously records
consumers’ private conversations in their homes.9 These “always on” devices raise numerous
privacy concerns, including whether consumers have granted informed consent to this form of
tracking. Even if the owner of an “always on” device has consented to constant, surreptitious
tracking, a visitor to their home may not. Companies say that the devices rely on key words, but
to detect those words, the devices must always be listening. And the key words are easily
triggered. For example, several Amazon Echo devices treated a radio broadcast about the device
as commands.10 A San Diego television report about a girl using an Echo to order a $170
dollhouse and four pounds of sugar cookies triggered Echo devices across the city to make the
same purchase.11 A recent law enforcement request for Amazon Echo recordings12 shows that
“always on” devices will be much sought-after sources of information by law enforcement,
foreign and domestic intelligence agencies, and, inevitably, cybercriminals.
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Another significant risk to consumers in the IoT is security, of both the users’ data and
their physical person. Many of the same security risks that currently threaten our data will only
expand in the Internet of Things. The damage caused by malware, phishing, spam, and viruses
will have an increasingly large array of networks in which to spread.13 Additionally, not all
wireless connections in the IoT are encrypted.14 Researchers who studied encryption within the
IoT found that “many of the devices exchanged personal or private information with servers on
the Internet in the clear, completely unencrypted.”15
In addition to data security risks, the IoT also poses risks to physical safety and personal
property. This is particularly true given that the constant flow of data so easily delineates
sensitive behavior patterns, and flows over networks that are not always secure, leaving
consumers vulnerable to malicious hackers. For instance, a hacker could monitor Smart Grid
power usage to determine when a consumer is at work, facilitating burglary, unauthorized entry,
or worse. Researchers have already demonstrated the ability to hack into connected cars and
control their operation, which poses potentially catastrophic risks to the public.16
It is not only the owners of IoT devices who suffer from the devices’ poor security. The
IoT has become a “botnet of things”—a massive network of compromised web cameras, digital
video recorders, home routers, and other “smart devices” controlled by cybercriminals who use
the botnet to take down web sites by overwhelming the sites with traffic from compromised
devices.17 The IoT was largely to blame for attacks in 2016 that knocked Twitter, Paypal, Reddit,
Pinterest, and other popular websites off of the web for most of a day.18 They were also behind
the attack on security blogger Brian Krebs’ web site, one of the largest attacks ever seen.19
These problems will not be solved by the market. Because poor IoT security is something
that primarily affects other people, neither the manufacturers nor the owners of those devices
have any incentive to fix weak security. Compromised devices still work fine, so most owners of
devices that have been pulled into the “botnet of things” had no idea that their IP cameras,
13
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DVRs, and home routers are no longer under their own control. As Bruce Schneier said in recent
congressional testimony, a manufacturer who puts a sticker on the box that says “This device
costs $20 more and is 30 percent less likely to annoy people you don’t know” probably will not
get many sales.20 We urge the Committee to address these numerous privacy and security
concerns as it moves forward on legislation related to the Internet of Things.
The Challenge of AI
There is understandable enthusiasm about new techniques that promise medical
breakthroughs, more efficient services, and new scientific outcomes. But there is also reason for
caution. Computer scientist Joseph Weizenbaum famously illustrated the limitations of AI in the
1960s with the development of the Eliza program. The program extracted key phrases and
mimicked human dialogue in the manner of non-directional psychotherapy. The user might enter,
“I do not feel well today,” to which the program would respond, “Why do you not feel well
today?” Weizenbaum later argued in Computer Power and Human Reason that computers would
likely gain enormous computational power but should not replace people because they lack such
human qualities and compassion and wisdom.21
We face a similar reality today. EPIC has concluded that one of the primary public policy
goals for AI must be “Algorithmic Transparency.”22
The Need for Algorithmic Transparency
Democratic governance is built on principles of procedural fairness and transparency.
And accountability is key to decision making. We must know the basis of decisions, whether
right or wrong. But as decisions are automated, and we increasingly delegate decisionmaking to
techniques we do not fully understand, processes become more opaque and less accountable. It is
therefore imperative that algorithmic process be open, provable, and accountable. Arguments
that algorithmic transparency is impossible or “too complex” are not reassuring. We must
commit to this goal.
It is becoming increasingly clear that Congress must regulate AI to ensure accountability
and transparency:
•

Algorithms are often used to make adverse decisions about people. Algorithms deny
people educational opportunities, employment, housing, insurance, and credit.23 Many of
these decisions are entirely opaque, leaving individuals to wonder whether the decisions
were accurate, fair, or even about them.
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•

Secret algorithms are deployed in the criminal justice system to assess forensic evidence,
determine sentences, to even decide guilt or innocence.24 Several states use proprietary
commercial systems, not subject to open government laws, to determine guilt or
innocence. The Model Penal Code recommends the implementation of recidivism-based
actuarial instruments in sentencing guidelines.25 But these systems, which defendants
have no way to challenge are racially biased, unaccountable, and unreliable for
forecasting violent crime.26

•

Algorithms are used for social control. China's Communist Party is deploying a “social
credit” system that assigns to each person government-determined favorability rating.
“Infractions such as fare cheating, jaywalking, and violating family-planning rules”
would affect a person’s rating.27 Low ratings are also assigned to those who frequent
disfavored web sites or socialize with others who have low ratings. Citizens with low
ratings will have trouble getting loans or government services. Citizens with high rating,
assigned by the government, receive preferential treatment across a wide range of
programs and activities.

•

In the United States, U.S. Customs and Border Protection has used secret analytic tools to
assign “risk assessments” to U.S. travelers.28 These risk assessments, assigned by the
U.S. government to U.S. citizens, raise fundamental questions about government
accountability, due process, and fairness. They may also be taking us closer to the
Chinese system of social control through AI.

EPIC believes that “Algorithmic Transparency” must be a fundamental principle for all
AI-related work.29 The phrase has both literal and figurative dimensions. In the literal sense, it is
often necessary to determine the precise factors that contribute to a decision. If, for example, a
government agency considers a factor such as race, gender, or religion to produce an adverse
decision, then the decision-making process should be subject to scrutiny and the relevant factors
identified.
Some have argued that algorithmic transparency is simply impossible, given the
complexity and fluidity of modern processes. But if that is true, there must be some way to
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recapture the purpose of transparency without simply relying on testing inputs and outputs. We
have seen recently that it is almost trivial to design programs that evade testing.30
In the formulation of European data protection law, which follows from the U.S. Privacy
Act of 1974, individuals have a right to access “the logic of the processing” concerning their
personal information.31 That principle is reflected in the transparency of the FICO score, which
for many years remained a black box for consumers, making determinations about credit
worthiness without any information provided to the customers about how to improve the score.32
Building on this core belief in algorithmic transparency, EPIC has urged public attention
to four related principles to establish accountability for AI systems:
•
•
•
•

“Stop Discrimination by Computer”
“End Secret Profiling”
“Open the Code”
“Bayesian Determinations are not Justice”

The phrases are slogans, but they are also intended to provoke a policy debate and could provide
the starting point for public policy for AI. And we would encourage you to consider how these
themes could help frame future work by the Committee.
The continued deployment of AI-based systems raises profound issues for democratic countries.
As Professor Frank Pasquale has said:
Black box services are often wondrous to behold, but our black box society has
become dangerously unstable, unfair, and unproductive. Neither New York quants
nor California engineers can deliver a sound economy or a secure society. Those
are the tasks of a citizenry, which can perform its job only as well as it
understands the stakes.33
We ask that this letter be entered in the hearing record. EPIC looks forward to working
with the Committee on these and other issues impacting the privacy and security of American
consumers.
Sincerely,
/s/ Marc Rotenberg
Marc Rotenberg
EPIC President

/s/ Caitriona Fitzgerald
Caitriona Fitzgerald
EPIC Policy Director
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